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Eat Drink Innovate Podcast Notes:  
The Art of Knowledge Gathering 

	
Knowledge Gathering doesn’t need to be hard or expensive, but it does require 
a little time & patience up front. Its value lies in trying to understand as much 
as you can about a product or category before you spend a lot of time and 
money. This will help you start new product development or enter a new 
category with your eyes wide open, so you can overcome common pitfalls, 
assumptions and misconceptions. 
 
A really simple way to Knowledge Gather in a systematic way, is to find out 
everything you can about 3 areas – the Category, the Consumer and 
Capability. Within each of these – there’s some key information, that it would 
be invaluable for you to know about. 
 
Let’s walk through some of the key things to learn about in each of these 
areas; 
 
Firstly, to better understand the CATEGORY you may be entering, try finding 
out:  

• Performance: Is the market growing or declining? How crowded is it 
with competitors? It’s good to understand your competitive set and who 
you’ll be playing with. 

• Products: What types are already available? How much new product 
innovation is there? Is your idea really offering something new and 
appealing? How often will you need to launch new offers to stay 
competitive? 

• Brands: How are they positioned? Can you find a unique position that 
stands out or talks to consumers in a new way?  

• Sales Channels: Which distribution channels are products being sold 
through? Are there other channels that aren’t being considered that 
you could use?   

• Promotions: How are products advertised and promoted? What level of 
support are you going to need to offer?  

• Geography: Where are products sold? How are products distributed or 
shipped? This will impact your delivery lead-times and costs.  

• Pricing: What are the prices in-market? Will these enable a good profit 
margins? What level of quality do you need to support a premium price?  

• Legal and Regulatory: Are there any legal or regulatory requirements 
or restriction that you need to be aware of?   

 

Now let’s consider things you need to know about the CONSUMER for your 
chosen category or product type: 

• Shopper: Who is buying the products? What’s motivates or detracts 
them? Now this is different from the… 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• End user: because these are the people who are using or consuming the 
products.  Why, when and how are they using these products? 
Remember that your user may not be the same person as the shopper. 
For example, if a mother purchases a snack for her child, the mother is 
the shopper and the end user is the child – so you might need to find a 
way to appeal to both. 

• Functional: How, where and when is the product used? This will give 
you a lot of clues about how you might design your product to make it 
better than those already on offer.  

• And lastly Emotional: What needs or wants does the product satisfy? 
And how are you going to deliver these in a desirable and meaningful 
way?  
 

And the final area to Knowledge Gather on is CAPABILITY. If you’re making 
a physical product, it would be good to know;  

• Formulations: What’s in the product? What ingredients are used? What 
product claims do or can they make? For example, no preservatives, 
low-GI, and so on.   

• Packaging: How are they packaged? What design imagery and features 
are used? New packaging innovations can be a fast way to standout and 
offer improved benefits. 

• Supply: Who supplies the raw ingredients, recipes, formulations and 
packaging? And where are they located? Are you going to be able to 
source these supplies easily and regularly? Are there any minimum 
order requirements? 

• Manufacturing: How and where are products made? How difficult is it 
going to be to either set this up yourself or find co-manfacturers and 
suppliers to help you? Are there minimum volume requirements? 

By doing this pre-work and knowledge gathering upfront, you can get crystal 
clear on where the best opportunity lies in the marketplace for your new 
product. So that now when you create a new product or enter a new category 
as a food entrepreneur, you’re more informed about where you want to go and 
how best to get there. 

Thank you for listening to the Eat Drink Innovate podcast. 
 
Susie White 


